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ENiQ® LoQ
 One lock fits all.

Unlock our trademark ENiQ® Security 

Ecosystem functionality and 

connectivity for any object you want. 

Connect anything and everything with 

a lock – like a locker, tool chest, or a 

cabinet – to one easy-to-use universal 

system, with the ENiQ® LoQ!

In terms of form and function, the 

ENiQ® LoQ is small, versatile, 

and flexible – it fits almost anything 

made to open and close. But don’t let 

its modest size fool you. The ENiQ® 

LoQ is just as smart and connected as 

its bigger brother, the ENiQ® Pro digital 

cylinder, bringing the same level 

of control and features to even the 

smallest assets.

Connecting lockers or cabinets to  

your ENiQ® Access Management 

system comes with many benefits. By 

simply tapping your transponder to a 

lock, on a door or a personal locker for 

instance, you get access to both the 

correct areas and your safely stored 

valuables using a single device. 

We mean business when we say you 

can secure anything and everything!

enjoy full connectivity and make any 

asset part of the ENiQ® family.
n EASE OF USE

  The standard AAA batteries can 

easily be accessed and replaced.
n YOUR LOCK, YOUR CHOICE

  Easily installed at any angle,  

with 1-point locking by cam.
n FOOLPROOF INTERFACE

  A clean and simple interface makes 

The benefits

n PLUG & PLAY 

  The ENiQ® LoQ feels at home in a 

wide variety of panels, regardless  

of thickness and material.
n NEVER STOP LEARNING

  Review usage history for useful 

insights, compliant with current 

privacy policies. 
n SAFETY IN NUMBERS

  If it’s worth securing, it’s worth incor-

porating into your ENiQ® Ecosystem; 

using and configuring our locks 

a breeze.
n  SECURED FROM THE UNSEEN* 

It is possible to order the  

knob of ENiQ® LoQ with an  

anti-microbial nanosilver  

coating, scientifically proven  

to kill 99.9% of harmful bacteria, 

germs, fungi, even several kinds 

of viruses.

99.9%  

anti-microbial knob

*The actual anti-microbial coating is invisible. The blue coating in the image is for illustration and aesthetic purposes only.
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A future-proof digital locking 
system that does it all
Unlock the potential of the ENiQ® Ecosystem.

The ENiQ® Security Ecosystem 

offers unrivalled flexibility, freedom, 

and control, allowing you to create 

tailor-made security setups for any 

situation, no matter how specific 

your wishes. Even though every 

ENiQ® configuration is unique, 

any environment where access to 

specific areas or equipment plays an 

important role can benefit from using 

the LoQ, and the overall benefits are 

always the same - the DOM ENiQ® 

system works for you,  

not the other way around.

TAKING CARE OF HEALTHCARE

The importance of managing access 

in a healthcare environment is clear, 

and guaranteeing the safety of visitors, 

patients, staff, and all their  

belongings can be challenging to  

say the least. Unless you’re using  

the right tools for the job - the  

ENiQ® Security Ecosystem.

 

DYNAMIC WORKSPACES

Offices are very dynamic environments,

 combining areas with restricted access 

and open workplaces, often neighbouring 

each other. When employees, 

temporary workers, visitors, and 

suppliers, each with varying levels of 

clearance, are thrown into the mix, 

the need for a robust system quickly 

becomes clear.

 

MANAGEMENT IS KEY

In educational buildings, students, 

teachers, and employees share rooms, 

lockers, and storage areas. With a 

large number of keys continuously 

circulating, often issued temporarily, 

tight management is necessary to 

keep a clear overview. This makes 

controlling and tracking access to 

all areas and lockers using a single 

system invaluable.  

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

You’ll be hard pressed to find an 

industry that pushes the boundaries 

of technology harder than Formula 1,  

and keeping tools safe and secure is 

always of the utmost importance, here 

or in any situation. The ENiQ® LoQ 

is fitted with our Ultra-Track system, 

offering safety measures specifically 

geared towards tool chests. 
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A mode for every occasion
Creating your perfect security experience has never been easier.

STANDARD-USER-MODE

The Standard-User mode allows the 

LoQ to easily be added to the ENiQ® 

Security Ecosystem, unlocking our 

trademark features. With multiple 

options for managing your digital locking 

system, you have all the tools needed 

to make everything work seamlessly 

within your ENiQ® Ecosystem. 

Thanks to our advanced managing 

software, intuitive ENiQ® app, and 

easy to use Easyflex cards, the choice 

to program online, offline, or by using 

data-on-card is yours. 

MULTI-USER MODE 

Also known as ‘Free-Locker mode’, 

when set to Multi-User our locks are 

perfect for use in public spaces like 

swimming pools or fitness centres, 

where visitors choose and use their 

own locker each session. The special 

one-time authorization feature of the 

LoQ’s Multi-User mode ensures visitors 

can only secure and open their locker 

once, and you can easily manage  

any number of connected locks with 

the accompanying ENiQ® app. 

And, of course, Mifare compatibility  

is guaranteed in both modes.
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Within the DOM ENiQ® Security 

Ecosystem, you can easily create 

tailor-made security to fit any 

situation, no matter how big, small 

or complex. Our extensive library of 

digital solutions is at your disposal, 

designed to provide you with 

uncompromised and future-proof 

control. The ENiQ® Security Ecosystem 

even allows you to seamlessly 

integrate our digital locking solutions 

into your existing mechanical system. 

Thanks to the DOM ClipTag - a high 

security transponder designed to fit 

any and all DOM mechanical keys – 

you can expand our feature-rich digital 

experience to all your locks. Unify your 

mechanical and digital systems with 

ENiQ® and unlock endless possibilities 

– your Digital Security Ecosystem 

by DOM.

The DOM ENiQ® system is designed 

to work for you, not to make you 

work. It allows you to create an 

unbeatable custom security system, 

no matter how demanding or specific 

your wishes. At the same time, 

we appreciate that setting up a system 

like this might not be something you 

do on a regular basis. That’s where 

your trusted security expert comes 

into play. They know all the ins and 

outs of our products and will gladly 

help you create your perfect security 

solution. We’re always here for you 

if you need a helping hand; before, 

during, and long after the installation 

of your Digital Security Ecosystem.

It’s all about you
 But we’re here if you need us.

The best of both worlds
  Unifying mechanical and digital locking solutions.

Letterbox

Vending machine

Tool chest

Two systems, one key.

+ =

Parcel lockerFile cabinet

Medicine cabinet

Locker
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Product details
 Install your LoQ how you want, where you want.

The ENiQ® LoQ is based on what we 

call a cam cylinder, a commonly used 

technology for lockers, letterboxes, 

and steel or wooden cabinets. 

The lock is equipped with a cam on the 

back of the device, which turns  

90 degrees when operating the knob.  

As it is available with many different 

type of cams, it fits in practically any 

cabinet.

Functional design Locking options

Visual recognitionClipTag

Round knob Square Ultra Track

Tag Card

Standard knob Cams

Red

Pink

Blue

Black

Yellow

White
Your logo and/or  
locker number

Green



Your expert safety advisor:

MAKE THE ENIQ LOQ TRULY YOURS

You can set up your ENiQ® LoQ 

to work any way you want. 

Through intuitive online connectivity 

and PC software, using the handy 

ENiQ app, and configured with 

transporters or key cards –

it’s your lock, your choice. 

Whatever your needs and 

preferences, your cylinders are 

future-proof and ready for any 

usage you throw at them.

DOM-SECURITY SA

20 Rue de l’Arc de Triomphe

75017, Paris

France

T +33 (0)1 - 46 22 09 00

E contact@dom-security.com

DOM-UK LTD

Unit 12, Cleton Street Business Park

Cleton Street, Tipton, DY4 7TR

United Kingdom

T +44 (0)121 - 569 7790

E support@dom-uk.co.uk

DOM SECURITY - EXPORT DEPARTMENT

DOM-METALUX S.A.S.

47 bis Rue Jeanne d’Arc

52115 SAINT-DIZIER cedex 

France

T +33 (0)3 - 25 05 86 30

F +33 (0)3 - 25 56 62 61

E export@dom-europe.fr
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